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 by madmolecule   

Vino's Brewpub 

"Live Music and Great Ales"

Offering alternative music shows, the best brews and great food for little

money, Vino's Pizza-Pub-Brewery is a popular spot for a variety of crowds.

The restaurant features huge portions of pizza, sandwiches and salads at

great prices. The Margarita pizza is incredibly cheesy and indulgent. This

pub boasts 10 special brews, including Shamrock Stout and Quapaw

Quarter Porter. The back room sees the most excitement, with nightly

performances from alternative bands to poetry slams.

 +1 501 375 8466  www.vinosbrewpub.com/  vinos@vinosbrewpub.com  923 West 7th Street, Little

Rock AR

 by Jen SFO-BCN   

Damgoode Pies 

"Pizza With a Twist"

Since 2001 Damgoode Pies has been living up to its name, serving

creative, delicious pizzas. Besides the usual hand-tossed and thin crust

options, their signature Stuffy pizzas have extra sauce, cheese, and

toppings between two crusts. As for the sauce, say goodbye to boring

marinara, because here you can also get pesto, alfredo, their original spicy

white sauce, or combine two of these!

 +1 501 664 2239  www.damgoodepies.com/HTML/ca

ntrell.html

 6706 Cantrell Road, Little Rock AR

 by mirsa   

Layla's Gyros and Pizzeria 

"Great for Lunch or Dinner"

Putting a spin on a traditional dish, Layla's Gyros and Pizzeria serves a

great gyro calzone. They have a selection of salads, sandwiches, and

platters, all featuring flavorful meats and vegetables. They serve pizza as

well, all with friendly service. Try the falafel platter, which includes these

delicious fried snacks along with hummus, tzatziki sauce, and pita bread.

Leave room for dessert and enjoy the baklava!

 +1 501 227 7272  www.laylasgyro.com/  9501 North Rodney Parham Road, Little

Rock AR

 by Denise Mattox   

El Porton Mexican Restaurant 

"Plentiful Porton"

This popular restaurant serves generous portions of authentic Mexican

family recipes, all at reasonable prices. Every choice on the well-rounded

menu is deliciously flavorful. Locals rave about the white cheese dip and

fresh cilantro that is generously incorporated into most dishes. The

combination meals provide a number of delectable options and are an

extra-good value. Choose one with a Poblano pepper stuffed with gooey

cheese for something a little different. Here's an added hint: check the

local phone book for coupons. A child's menu and food-to-go options

provide added conveniences for families.
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